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Oral History Consent Form
This form outlines the purpose and agreement to participate in an interview with Autonomous Oral
History Group, herein referred to as AOHG.
PURPOSE
AOHG examines ethics operating in leadership roles through the interview process. AOHG wishes to
construct a platform where individuals and collectives can speak on their own behalf and contextualize
knowledge on their own terms. We regard all narrators as experts.
MY RIGHTS
I am a co-author of this interview record.
I understand that I will receive a copy of my interview [audio] and may use this record both privately and
publicly
ARCHIVE
I knowingly and voluntarily permit AOHG to include my interview, which was recorded on the following
date(s)
________________________ in the AOHG Archive.
I agree that a copy of the raw recording and transcript will be stored online and made physically available
to view at AOHG Archive. My name will be attached to my interview and I may be cited directly or
indirectly for published or unpublished work.
I grant my permission for others to use the materials in connection with research or other educational
purposes, such as research by community historians, students, residents and non-local scholars.
WITHDRAWAL
After I receive a copy of the interview [audio], I can request that my interview record be pulled from the
archive by contacting AOHG or interviewer. I will consider withdrawal complete when I receive
confirmation from AOHG or interviewer that the interview record has been deleted from the archive. In
the case of withdrawal, my interview record will no longer be available at the library or through the online
version of the archive. Although AOHG is willing to withdraw my interview record, I understand that
AOHG cannot guarantee total erasure beyond AOHG’s website of my interview record after it has
appeared online, due to the iterative nature of the internet. I understand that AOHG will not preserve a
copy of the interview if I choose to withdraw the interview.
COPYRIGHT
I grant AOHG all right, title, and interest in the interview record, including the literary right and the
copyright.
I shall retain the right to use, publish the interview record in part or in full as co-author of the interview
record.
Interviewee Contact information:

AOHG Interviewer Contact information:

Name:

Name:

Email:

Email:

Phone:

Phone:

